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Abstract—This is an interactive demo of the first prototype of the Soft Orthotic Physiotherapy Interactive Aid project (SOPHIA). SOPHIA combines a soft exoskeleton with a brain machine interface (BMI) to create a robotic device for stroke rehabilitation, more specifically for hand motor impairment recovery. The ultimate goal of SOPHIA is to create a system that is of a lightweight design, low cost and aesthetically friendly. Moreover, it will aid physiotherapists in tracking the patient’s rehabilitation progress. This demo aims at contributing to a greater understanding and knowledge of how people interact with assistive robotic devices and their opinions on this style of rehabilitation.

I. PROJECT PARTNERS

- Alistair C McConnell (aem9@hw.ac.uk). He has a MEng in Robotics and Cybertronics, MSc in Robotics, Autonomous and Interactive Systems and is a PhD candidate in Computer Sciences at Heriot-Watt University. Has experience in rehabilitation robotics, soft robotics and control systems.
- Patricia A Vargas (P.A.Vargas@hw.ac.uk) is the Founder Director of the Robotics Laboratory at Heriot-Watt University. She has a PhD in computer Engineering. She is an expert on Social Robotics and she is currently developing work in the field of Rehabilitation Robotics.
- David W Corne (dwcorne@gmail.com) is the Director of Enterprise, Impact and Innovation and leads the Intelligent System Lab at Heriot-Watt University. He researches into optimisation, machine learning and data mining in different application areas like environment, climate, energy and health.
- Marta Vallejo (mv59@hw.ac.uk) is a Research Associate at Heriot-Watt University and a PhD candidate in Computer Sciences. She has experience in machine learning, evolutionary computation, clustering, local search optimizers and computational sustainability.
- Adam A Stokes (a.a.stokes@ed.ac.uk) is the Director of the Stokes Research Group at Edinburgh University. He is an expert in robotics, physical chemistry, electrical engineering, materials science and soft robotics.
- Fabricio L Brasil (brasil@isd.org.br) Ph.D. in Neuroscience. Has experience in the field of brain machine interface (BMI), rehabilitation, EEG plasticity and brain stimulation techniques.
- Renan C Moioli (moioli@isd.org.br) Ph. D in Computational Neuroscience and Robotics. Has experience in computational neuroscience, signal processing, information theory, autonomous robotics and neurorobotics.

II. DEMO PRESENTATION

We are available to present the demo during the allocated slot session open to the audience.

III. DEMO DETAILS

We will demonstrate SOPHIA (Fig. 1,2), a soft exoskeleton in combination with a real time neural signal processing BMI system in which the activity shown on the screen from the BMI data will be reflected in the motion of the exoskeleton.

Specifically we will use a soft robotic exoskeleton to provide the motion of the hand, the subject’s neural signals will be captured using a wireless electroencephalogram (EEG) device. The task will consist of a two stages:

1. The subject will initially go through a training scenario in which they will actively imagine their own movements of the hand, for example opening the hand and then relaxing.
2. They will then be put into an online mode where the subject will observe different instructions and either imagine opening their hand which will then be reflected in the action of the exoskeleton opening their hand or they will imagine relaxing in which case the exoskeleton will remain still. At the end of the session, they will be able to see their progress and accuracy.
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The results of these demos would contribute to the greater knowledge of how people interact with assistive robots and their opinions on this type of rehabilitation.

Due to the increasing number of stroke sufferers and also stroke survivors [1] the need for forms of rehabilitation outside of the clinical setting has increased dramatically. These rehabilitation systems have to be effective, simple to use and also provide a broad range of data to allow for greater knowledge of the rehabilitation process, such as length of time rehabilitation can be effective for [2], [3] and the intensity of the exercises [4].

Assistive orthotic systems aim to help restore functionality to patients who have impaired limbs, in this instance this impairment would occur as a result of a person suffering a stroke. It would be aiding the person to complete their rehabilitation in the most comprehensive manner, both encouraging them to perform the exercises more often, by fully moving the limb if the patient cannot move it by themselves and by guiding them in the correct range of motion.

Brain Machine Interface (BMI) systems aim to also compliment rehabilitation process by restoring the motor activity in subjects with motor impairment [5], [6]. This work is related to patients who have suffered motor impairment due to a stroke. A non-invasive BMI uses the electrical brain signal received through the patient’s scalp which can be translated into actions. This in combination with other signal data such as Electromyography (EMG) can be used to control the motion of the prosthesis.

IV. DEMO EXPERIENCE

The participants will have the possibility to use the SOPHIA system (upon signing a disclaimer) to participate in the rehabilitation exercise and thus experience what it is like to use a BMI controlled hand orthosis.

V. DEMO TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

- HDMI compatible screen to connect to the laptop for the participant to see the instructions
- Three power outlets, a table and three chairs
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